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About This Game

Return once more to a land of danger!
Fighting Fantasy Legends Portal is a gateway to adventure in the Fighting Fantasy world!

Play as a novice adventurer and rise up 5d3b920ae0
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Why is this game getting positive recommendations? Nostalgia? Really? It looks and plays like a student's My First Unity
Project and the RNG is just un-fun. This 'game' has absolutely zero redeeming qualities.. Not bad at all.. I would recommend
this game BUT with one major proviso - if you want the battles with the various monsters/enemies to be skill based as in
Sorcery and/or Warlock do not bother with this one - as it is based on Luck only (IE the roll of a dice ONLY) - otherwise I
would recommend playing it for the fun of it, as the challenge lies in finding the artefacts you need to get through the dungeon -
IE in deathtrap and its sequel - Trial Of Champions - this will more than likely take you several attempts especially if you
choose legends mode where you only get 3 lives.. Not worth bothering with, if you want to see a game book done right check
out the Sorcery games. I would recommend this game BUT with one major proviso - if you want the battles with the various
monsters/enemies to be skill based as in Sorcery and/or Warlock do not bother with this one - as it is based on Luck only (IE the
roll of a dice ONLY) - otherwise I would recommend playing it for the fun of it, as the challenge lies in finding the artefacts
you need to get through the dungeon - IE in deathtrap and its sequel - Trial Of Champions - this will more than likely take you
several attempts especially if you choose legends mode where you only get 3 lives.
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